The perception of accent in tone sequences is a constructive process in which physical cues are matched against anticipated accents. The anticipation of the observer can experimentally be controlled by embedding the short tone sequence to be investigated in a context with a meter: method of controlled anticipation. An investigation of melodic accentuation, resulting from the succession of frequency intervals, revealed that in principle every change of frequency level between two successive tones can be interpreted as accentuation of the terminal tone of the change. The melodic contour seems to be most important. The first of two intervals in opposite directions operates as the strongest accentuation, whereas two intervals in the same direction are equally effective. The effect of relative magnitude is less pronounced. Only in the case of clearly diverging relative magnitudes the largest interval is the most powerful, particularly when the intervals are in the same direction. The advantage of rises over falls is almost negligible. The short-term influence of physical factors on momentary accent perception allows for a description in terms of a "memory window" sliding along the tone sequence. At each moment the frequencies within the window provide the physical cue for accent that has to be matched against anticipation. If the span of the window is minimal, i.e., three tones, accent perception in sequences of four tones, embedded according to the method of controlled anticipation, has been accounted for fairly well, the correlation coefficient between predictions and outcomes being 0.76.
INTRODUCTION
Listening to music is, in a way, trying to organize the incoming stream of sounds. The tendency to organize incoming information manifests itself, in particular, when the listener imposes an organization upon a stimulus lacking objective indicators of an organization, e.g., the perception of "subjective rhythm" in the tick of a clock. For our purposes, the problem can now be formally stated and defined as follows.
Accent is to be considered as a concept in the perceptual domain that can be described without making use of physical properties of the tone sequence: When listening to a sequence of tones, some tones are perceived to be more prominent than others and are said to have accent. It will be useful to introduce separate terms in the physical domain.
The term accentuation is used to indicate the physical cue that may elicit the impression of an accent. Restricting ourselves to pure tones, three physical properties stand out.
(1) A tone that has a higher sound level than its neighbors is said to have dynamic accentuation.
(2) Temporal accentuation results from one or more operations in the time domain (e.g., a delayed onset of tone) that lead to the perception of accent.
(3) Melodic accentuation is the accentuation given by the succession of frequency intervals of the sequence. In the present paper we are particularly interested in melodic accentuation.
The first problem we encountered was to find a reliable and efficient method of measuring melodic accent. By searching for an operational definition of accent that does justice to the common notion, we arrived at a measurement method which is presented below.
I. METHOD OF CONTROLLED ANTICIPATION
A long melody often has a complicated structure which hampers systematic investigation.
•herefore it seemed useful to consider melodic accent in short tone sequences (motifs) first, and then having established a relationship between melodic structure and accent perception, to proceed to longer tone sequences. This aim ' and the following observations led to the particular method of measurement used in the present experiments.
First and last tones of a melodic sequence derive accent from their very positions, as observed earlier by Oftmann.
•ø In short sequences the first tone is mostly the strongest, whereas with increasing length of the melody the last tone becomes more important. Unpublished experiments with short tone sequences indeed yielded a preference for the first tone.
•
In order to get rid of the effect of this preference it is necessary to embed the motif to be investigated in a longer sequence of tones (context), the melodic structure of which should have no influence on the accent perception within the motif. Melodic neutrality of the context was achieved by making all frequencies before and after the motif equal to the frequencies of the first and last motif tones, respectively.
However, in longer tone sequences, a more general anticipation on the part of the observer comes into play.
Accents perceived early in the tone sequence are considered by the observer to indicate the accent structure of the whole sequence; he usually expects a meter, i.e., a periodic accent structure. Once such accent structure is established, it tends to be continued in the mind of the listener.
We can regard this continuation as an anticipation to hear certain accent patterns. This anticipation may be either confirmed or contradicted by the current accentuation.
Because of the subtleness of melodic accent and the fact that a certain amount of anticipation seems always to be present--even a purely subjective meter may be responsible for anticipation--it is necessary to control the observer's anticipation in a way that enables us to investigate the influence of physical factors in accent perception. We thus arrived at tone sequences of the form illustrated in Fig. 1 . As an example, three different tone sequences are presented that can be obtained with a three-tone motif, the second tone of which is four semitones higher in frequency than the other two. The starting tone being fixed in frequency at 1 kHz, the frequency intervals between the successive motif tones determine the whole course of frequency. The direct correspondence between dynamic accentuation and accent was exploited to test this expectation; instead of a motif with frequency differences, we kept all frequencies equal and used a motif with sound level differences only. Sixteen subjects (ten members of the Institute and six music students) participated in the experiment. The results indicated that sequences in which accent (accentuation) and anticipation coincided were indeed judged as being the most regular in 95% of the 360 (= 10x 30 +6 x 10) trials.
The method was then applied to motifs with melodic accentuation only. Again there was a fair degree of agreement among the subjects (eight members of the Institute). In 87% of the 1152 comparisons the tone sequence in which anticipation coincided with the terminal tone of a single change of frequency level was preferred to the sequence in which anticipation preceded this change. Most subjects had participated in the previous experiment in which coincidence of dynamic accentuation and anticipation was shown to result in judgments of regularity. In the present experiment, the mechanisms of melodic accentuation were unknown at the outset, but it is reasonable to assume that these subjects again judged the sequences in which anticipation and accentuation coincided as the most regular. This implies that a change of frequency level might be interpreted as melodic accentuation. This was further investigated in the main experiments on melodic accentuation which will be described next. In these experiments the "method of controlled anticipation" was used with confidence because of the uniform behavior of the subjects. The tape containing the stimuli was prepared with some automatic stops dividing an experimental session into three equal parts of about 10 min each. This gave the subjects the choice to pause or to proceed at will. The subjects did the experiments one at a time in a sound-insulated booth. The reference sound level was adjusted to 55 dB SL (sensation level).
Group B
In order to test whether musically experienced persons would produce different (or more pronounced) resuits, part of the experiment was repeated with a group of music students from the Universit7 of Utrecht. They were paid for their services. Seven different motifs were treated, one motif with sound level differences only and six motifs with frequency differences only. All possible motifs with intervals of four semitones were considered except the motifs (0 +4), (0-4). 
--•-••ATTE
The material was divided into blocks, two practice blocks (block length 6) and six experimental blocks (block length 10). The six subjects were tested at the same time in a quiet classroom.
The reference sound level was adjusted to be acceptable to every subject.
B. Apparatus
The generation of the stimulus material was controlled by a P9202 minicomputer, connected to a digital tone generator (HP 3320 B (Fig. 2) .
The stimuli were recorded on tape with a Revox A77 tape recorder and were presented diotically to the subjects in a sound-insulated booth (Amplifon Type G) or in a quiet room. Subjects wore headphones (Sennheiser HD424) connected to the recorder via a manually adjustable attenuator (General Radio Type 1450-TA).
C. Results

I. Presentation of the data
For each pair comparison, the difference in votes for the two sequences was summed over the subjects. This was done separately for groups A and B, numbers for the second group subsequently being placed between square brackets. If a two-tailed Sign Test for N--24 (8 subjects x 3 repetitions) IN =60 (6 subjects x 10 repetitions)] shows that the difference in votes is significant (P< 0.05) it is said that there is a consensus among the subjects. In the case of P< 0.25 we speak of a trend. We can obtain an impression about a possible preference P 
Interpretation of the graphs
By adding the results for mutually reversed pairs the number of pair comparisons for each motif was reduced to three. The results of these three pairs can be given a combined meaning by a graphical presentation in an equilateral triangle as shown in Fig. 3 In all cases there was a significant preference for the terminal tone of the frequency change. The data points for mutually inverse motifs are close together, those for the frequency rises being located somewhat more to the corner in Fig. 4(a) , whereas the same holds for frequency falls in Fig. 4(b The results for motifs with two frequency level changes in opposite directions, plotted in Fig. 4(c), show that there was a significant preference for the second tone in the motifs (+4-4), (-4 +4), (+8-8), and (+8-1), whereas no significant preference was found in the motifs (-8 +8), (-8 +1), (+ 1 -8), (-1 +8) . Generally, the preference for the second tone was stronger for the motifs with a frequency rise at the beginning as compared with the corresponding motifs with a frequency fall at the beginning. Note that for the motifs (+ 1-8) and (-1 +8) there is no clear shift towards the third tone as compared with the motifs (+ 1-1) and (-1 +1).
The data points for motifs with two frequency level changes in the same direction can be found in Fig. 4(d) . As compared with Fig. 4(c) the cloud of data points has spread somewhat and has moved away from corner 2. Except for the motifs (+8 + 1)--second tone--, (+ 1 + 1) and (-1-1)--third tone--, no significant preference is found.
Discussion
Tones obtain a fair number of votes only when preceded by a frequency change. This is a necessary condition as is shown by the empty corners I in Figs. 4(a) The values for the probabilities as derived from experiment I are given in Table Io The postulated values mean that no points are allotted in • situation where no accentuation is present. The results for one single frequency change contained in the window are idealized because they were virtually univocal. In the case of two successive frequency changes the experimental values for the pair comparison 2--3 are substituted for Pt +• and Pt +2.
Having applied this procedure of allotting points for the window being in a certain position in the tone sequence, a shift is made to the next position and the procedure is repeated. At the boundaries of the tone sequence the window contains only one or two tones. In the case of a single tone this tone is assigned the value 1.0. In the case of two tones, the tone immediately after the frequency level change receives the value 1o00, whereas both tones are assigned 0. 
As an example we apply this procedure to a four-tone motif containing only intervals of four semitones and embedded according to the method of controlled anticipation (Fig. 5) .
The model, applied in this way to all three-tone motifs with intervals of four semitones, yields exactly the values of Table I: The model thus reproduces the data on which it is based. By using the model to compute expected accent strengths for all possible four-tone motifs with intervals of four semitones, predictions can be made for accent perception in four tones. These predictions were tested in experiment II. In Fig. 6 mutually inverse motifs are arranged vertically in pairs. The motifs in the first column were clearly the most easily judged, as implied by the relatively small standard deviations. Obviously there is no further interaction between two frequency changes if they are separated by a frequency repetition. In the second column the accent strengths of the second and the fourth motif tone are always the strongest. This may express a fact of precedence: if the first frequency level change has been effective, the second change cannot exert its influence whereas the third change can again assert itself.
In the last column not all mutually inverse motifs yield equal results, in particular the scale values for the motifs (+4+4-4)and (-4-4 +4) 
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The method of controlled anticipation proved to be adequate for the study of accent perception in tone sequences. We believe that the subjects were able to handle the criterion of judging regularity in a way that admits conclusions about accent perception. In the case of dynamic accentuation the tone sequences with coinciding accentuation and anticipation were preferred unanimously. This was also the case with melodic accentuation, where the agreement between subjects was highly significant. A number of them had already participated in experiments with dynamic accentuation and it is not plausible that they handled the criterion differently for dynamic accentuation and melodic accentuation.
Thus there seems to be no reason to doubt the validity of the results.
The results of the experiments led to the following concept. Accent perception in a tone sequence is determined by the acoustical properties of the tone sequence and the anticipation of the observer. Acoustical factors will exert their influence mostly within a short time span, allowing for a description in terms of a "window" sliding along the tone sequence. The frequency pattern within the window is a determinant of melodic accent. It appears that in principle every change of frequency level between two successive tones can be interpreted as accentuation of the tone that ends the change. Successive frequency changes interact; differences in magnitude and direction determine their relative strengths of accentuation. It is useful to make a distinction between effects of melodic contour and effects of relative magnitude of frequency intervals. As far as the melodic contour is concerned, it can be stated that the first of two opposite frequency changes gives the stronger accentuation whereas two changes in the same direction are equally effective. in the case of clearly diverging relative magnitudes the larger change is the more powerful. Frequency rises have a somewhat stronger effect than frequency falls. Assuming the span of the window to be three tones, accent perception in motifs consisting of four tones could be described fairly well, although the difference in results for some mutually inverse motifs could not be accounted for completely.
For sinusoidal tones there is a straightforward relationship between frequency level and perceived pitch and it seems reasonable to assume that the findings apply to pitch changes in general. It is surprising then, that the accentuating role of frequency level changes in music has not been determined before, although it is well known that such changes are powerful cues to the perception of accent in speech. in Fig. 7(c) ]. In those cases the melodic accentuations are not consciously perceived as such, in contrast with temporal accentuations which are usually associated with metric accents and are therefore denoted as "syncopes" when disturbing metric regularity. With this functional difference in mind, it is possible to develop an eye and ear for melodic accentuations whenever they occur, and to recognize the applicability of findings on melodic accentuation to music in general.
